Town Hall Meeting Topics: Fall 2008

1. On Shrinking Rafts of Ice: The Causes and Effects of Global Climate Change
2. Rocket Ship to Mars? Real-World Solutions to Climate Change
3. 2.2 Children and a White Picket Fence? A Conversation about ‘The American Dream’
4. From ‘Wall Street to Main Street’: Money and Consumerism
5. Calling Home: Issues of Families and Children
7. The Challenges of Access and Affordability in University-Level Education
8. What Does a Citizen Do? Political Engagement in America
9. Big Potholes, Moaning Bridges, and the Little Levee that Couldn't: Problems with Infrastructure
10. There's a Microchip in my Cat and a Movie on my Phone! Problems, Trends and Innovations in Technology
11. Kill Your Television? Current Media in the U.S.
12. The Search for Safe Haven: Migration in the Twenty-First Century
14. Writers and Artists, Performers and Musicians: Creating Activism
15. Problems and Possibilities for Healthcare in the United States
16. Exposing the Truths about Incarceration in America
17. Are Church and State Really Separate? The Role of Religion in a Democracy
18. Women, Rights, Sexuality and Reproduction